
 

PPE SPORT PINNIES 
 

Also normally known as vests or bibs, pinnies refer to the multi-color exercise shirts that sportsmen 

wear when a drill or event calls for the players to be broken up into teams. The word pinnies come from 

pinafore which is: 

A pinafore is a complete bib with 2 holes for the arms that are knotted in the back, typically down the 

neck. Pinafores have a broad front designed over the shoulder while aprons usually have little bibs. A 

child's cloth to dress at school or for play would be a pinafore. 

The pinafore was a kind of apron that was stuck over the clothing and easily removed for laundering. 

Buttons were often damaged with lye cleaning products, which was one cause why uniforms were not 

laundered very often. The pinafore had no buttons, was simply "pinned on the front" which led to the 

word "pinafore." 

So in essence, it was a sleeveless dress meant to be worn over clothing by kids when they played to 

protect the dress as the pinafore was easier to launder. 

Bibs help Quickly unite players and sports with squad practice jerseys that stand up to repetitive use. 

Pinnies or Training Scrimmage practice vests originate in a variety of attractive colors for instant team 

identification. They are accessible in a diversity of sizes and made with lightweight material for negligible 

distraction during events. 

Along with old-style vests and pinnies, waistband pinnies and wristbands pinnies offer players and pupils 

quick squad identification. They will also be clever to easily differentiate officials with umpire jerseys. 

From sports events to physical education training, vests and pinnies endure everyday tear and wear to 

last long after the whistle blows 

 

COVID pandemic and the sports 
The coronavirus pandemic(COVID-19) has sent shocks around the globe, heading to a community health 

emergency that has murdered hundreds and rushed the world economy into what the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) cautions could be the severest slump since the Great Depression. 

Not astonishingly, the coronavirus pandemic has also disturbed the sporting schedule, with proficient 

leagues everywhere postponing their events to control the spread of the COVID-19. Even the Summer 

Olympics, normally one the world's most-watched sporting event, has been postponed back a year. 

As the virus spreads across the world, sports bodies are abandoning or postponing events. 

Football, Marathons, Athletics, Racing, Tennis, Boxing, Basketball, Rugby, Golf, Cycling, and other sports 

events have been delayed due to the COVID pandemic. 



World Rugby's foremost body stated on May 15, it has suspended all the test matches arranged for July 

due to health protocols and travel curbs applied to halt the spread of the novel COVID-19. 

The 2020 Masters Tournament has been conditionally postponed for November 12-15, Augusta National 

Golf Club has said. 

Europe's top two club basketball competitions have finished the current season without naming any 

winners due to the COVID-19 pandemic, organizers Euro League Basketball said on May 25. 

The International Tennis Federation (ITF) said 900 tournaments across all its circuits had been 

suspended and that it was furloughing half its staff. 

Sports pinnies and the COVID pandemic 

Can Pennies and Bibs spread Viruses? Yes, Pinnies and Bibs can spread Viruses. 

There are 3 main ways that germs are spread by Bibs and pinnies: 

when Bibs or Pinnies are utilized by more than one person viruses can spread between them 

when anyone handles dirty laundry they can spread viruses onto other body parts. 

when Pinnies are washed, germs and the viruses can spread between items in the process of being 

washed 

 

How do Viruses get onto Pinnies and Bibs? 
Viruses and Germs on Bibs and pinnies can come from our bodies. We all have germs like bacterias on 

the surface of our skin, in our body parts, and our gut. These are frequently harmless, but some can 

reason infection, mainly in people with skin issues or injuries. 

The use of cloth Bibs by sports organizations may put them at increased risk of respiratory illness and 

viral infections and their worldwide use should be discouraged, according to a UNSW study. 

The bib is more likely to have viruses on it than other dressing like jumpers or trousers. Bib may 

encompass germs and viruses from traces of feces (poo) and genital infections, such as thrush. 

Most germs and viruses can survive on fabrics for some time, Surfaces polluted with the coronavirus 

that causes COVID-19 can infect an individual who touches them and then touches their face. 

NEED OF DISPOSABLE PINNIES 
Disposable medical Bibs and non-sterile Bibs are significant items of personal protective equipment 

(PPE) used to shield sporting professionals from the danger of infection and to minimize chances for 

cross-transmission of micro-organisms. 

Disposable Bibs save a lot of time 
If hygiene appliances, Bibs, and other protective equipment are disposable, then this saves a lot of time 

on laundry and sterilization. Sports organizations can spend a lot of time cleaning Bibs, Pinnies, and 



gloves. If a load isn't deemed to be clean enough, it has to go through the wash again, which can cause 

delays. If there are no more hitches like this, an institution can operate more smoothly. 

 

Disposables Bibs save money 
Laundering reusable Bibs can cost quite a bit. It's not just the electricity used by the washing machine 

and the drier; there's the detergent, bleach, water, fabric conditioner, and also the cost of maintaining 

and repairing the machines. When you move over to disposable Bibs, it's a predictable expense. You'll 

probably place a monthly or weekly order and you know how much you'll be paying and when. With 

reusable Bibs, you'll have a washing schedule, but all it takes is for a washer or drier to break down and 

the cycle is interrupted. It also costs a lot of money to repair or replace a washer or a drier. 

Disposable Bibs saves from dependency 
Using disposables also means you're not reliant on laundry staff for your Bibs, as sickness or other 

absence can interrupt the supply of clean items. As long as you have a regular re-ordering schedule, 

you'll always have fresh disposables available. 

NO MORE CONFUSION but a lot of safe during the COVID pandemic – The training bibs indistinguishable 

colors that perfectly stand out on the court or field, allowing players to easily recognize their colleagues 

and make training much simpler. They are great for team training. WORKS FOR Every sport - Whether 

you are involved in any youth or adult sport such as basketball, lacrosse, soccer, volleyball, football, or 

hockey, these Training Scrimmage practice bibs will greatly assist in coaching efforts. 

 

The image you present to your clients means a lot. If you can show that your staff care for sportsmen, 

serve this, and clean up while wearing single-use Bibs and aprons, then you'll reassure them that you 

take hygiene seriously. These are a unique offering in the time of this COVID Pandemic. The disposable 

pinnies solve sanitization and organization problems of many sports organizations are facing in the time 

of COVID 

Details about our Safe, Sanitary, and disposable pinnies In youth-

adult/sizes 5 Colors. 
"LIGHTWEIGHT AND BREATHABLE EXERCISE Training pinnies are a vital piece of equipment for any 

coach, letting for small-sided practice games and clearly defined drills. The training vests are the best 

quality pinnies on the market, coming in vibrant florescent colors to clearly define the roles of players on 

the training pitch. Perfect for youth team coaches as well as senior practice sessions, the versatile 

pinnies come in a range of 2 sizes, designed to bring the same premium quality of manufacturing to all 

age groups." 

"SANITARY AND CONVENIENT AND TOP QUALITY form-fitting pullover sports pinnies" 

"Easy to put on and take off. They come in 2 sizes, to fit youths and adults" 

Choose to stock up for a season worth of practice by selecting between a 5, 10, or 15 pack of pinnies 



five cheerful and vivid colors on offer – blue, green, orange, red, yellow, white, and pink (single color 

packs only) 

Manufactured from a lightweight material which allows for breathability throughout use 

"When perfecting technique on the training ground, you don't want to be constricted by tight-fitting 

training wear. These lightweight pinnies flow on the body, allowing for free movement without an ill-fit. 

Your body will receive sufficient airflow when wearing these quality training vests, ensuring that your 

performance is not restricted in any way." 

"PLEASE NOTE - We offer two different sizes of exercise pinnies for adults. The Adults (Small/Medium) 

variation is ideal for a slim athletic fit similar to what you would expect from small/medium men's 

clothing. Adult (Large/X Large) provides a looser fit more conducive to a large men's clothing size." 


